Cybercrime in Online Dating Site: Pornography Business in the Virtual World
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Abstract. Online dating sites have been a common tool for individuals to find and meet new companions and potential mates. Although it has the potential to bring great happiness into their lives, many individuals have been slow to recognize the cyber risk connected to these dating sites such as cybercrime and cyber pornography. The researcher has performed an analysis on an online dating site to know how cybercrime and pornography developed in the virtual world. The researcher used the case study method. Interviews were conducted with five key informants who had been an active member of the dating site to provide information. The result shows that there are three kinds of cybercrime activities which involve pornography content at the dating site. The first is hacking; the second is sextortion, and the third one is online prostitution. The result also shows a cybercrime activity that does not involve pornography content called doxxing.
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1 Introduction

Every day, people spend a lot of time browsing the internet, and even more time on their mobile phone. Technology and available applications of mobile phone are evolving quickly all around the world [1]. There are five billion devices (mobile phone/computer, etc) connected and remotely accessed from the internet on 2012 and the number of internet-connected devices is exceed 15 billion by 2015 and to soar to 50 billion devices by 2020 [2]. While Technology continues to develop quickly, many individuals have been slow to recognize the cyber risk connected to this technology [3].

Cyber risk itself means the risk of financial loss, disruption or damage to the reputation of an organization or individual caused by the failure of its information technology system [4]. One of the cyber risks we are facing right now is the existence of cybercrime [5]. Cybercriminals can come from anywhere and they could be closer than we think. Even in a place to look for happiness like online dating websites, people are exposed to the danger of cybercrimes.

Since the internet and network started dominating our daily life, many things have changed, and so is the way people find and meet their soul mates [6]. They do not have to struggle to get acquainted by their dream woman or man any longer, just simply sitting comfortably in the corner of the room or café, solemnly staring at the phone screen or laptop, selecting a prospective spouse just by a click [7].

With the assistance of the present technology, online dating sites have been a common tool for individuals to find and meet new companions and potential mates [8]. Although online
dating sites have the potential to bring great happiness into the lives of their customers, there
is a cyber-risk as well: cybercriminals such as scammer abuse these services for their illegal
benefit, causing victims heartbreak and financial damages [9].

The previous study related to the online dating scam, shows that the scam accounts
detected on a popular online dating site over a period of eleven months and found that
scammers commonly set up fake accounts on an online dating site, start interacting with a user
on the site, and then lure her/him into sending them money, for example to pay for the flight
needed to meet in person and they never show up after that, or to pay the nudity picture they
sent that turned out to be someone else’s nude picture [10]. The goal of scammers on online
dating sites is very different from the one of legitimate users: while legitimate users want to
get to know new people, and possibly start a romantic relationship, scammers seek vulnerable
and gullible victims, with the purpose of extorting money from them [10].

Another type of cybercrime done by the cybercriminals in online dating site which
included pornography content is “Sextortion”. Sextortion is a serious crime that occurs when a
perpetrator threatens to reveal intimate images of you online unless you give in to their
demands. These demands are typically for money, further intimate images, or sexual favors.
Perpetrators commonly target their victims through dating apps, social media, webcams or
adult pornography sites. Typically, the perpetrator has or pretends to have some nudity images
or videos of the victim. They threaten to publish them online or share them with friends,
family members, or colleagues if the victim doesn’t provide more material, engage in sexual
acts, or hand over money [11]. To understand cybercrime and pornography that happened in
the online dating site, the researcher has performed the analysis on an online dating site found
in California and this website claimed to have 10 Million active members, 8 million female
users, and 2 million male users, the users spread out in 139 countries, including Indonesia.

Based on the pre-research interview conducted on three DatingSites users in Indonesia,
they experienced scams & frauds that always started with the nude pictures as exchange into
the financial transfer. The virtual world which connecting them has made the users lost their
vision of telling which one is a real account which one is a fake account. Cybercrime and
pornography content has become part of this DatingSites. Based on that phenomenon, the
researcher wants to analyse to what extent Cybercrime and pornography developed in the
DatingSite. The researcher is going to do a direct interview with 3 male users and 2 female
users who are active members of the DatingSites. The aim of this research is to know how
Cybercrime and pornography developed in virtual world. This study is expected to enrich
knowledge in the communication science especially in media study about Cybercrime and
Pornography.

2 Method

To analyzed how cybercrime and pornography developed on DatingSite, the researcher
used the case study method by Robert K. Yin to explore and understand the phenomenon [12].
Case studies, in their true essence, explore and investigate contemporary real-life phenomenon
through detailed contextual analysis of a limited number of events or conditions, and their
relationships [13]. There are a number of advantages in using case studies. First, variations in
terms of intrinsic, instrumental and collective approaches to case studies allow for both
quantitative and qualitative analyses of the data, and second, the detailed qualitative accounts
often produced in case studies not only help to explore or describe the data in real-life
environment, but also help to explain the complexities of real life situations which may not be captured through experimental or survey research [14].

Methods used in case study to facilitate achieving the aim of constructing data most often include observations, interviews, focus groups, documents, and artifact analysis [15]. In this research, interviews were conducted with five informants who have been an active member of DatingSite to provide information about the phenomenon of cybercrime and pornography that occurs on the website. The basis for selecting informants refers to criteria that are in line with research objectives, namely: the informants are members of one of the online DatingSites communities, where they are victims of cybercrime. This is known from the pre-research conducted by researchers. Interview is useful for getting the story behind the participant's experiences. The interviewer can pursue in-depth information around a topic and help the researcher to fulfill the research purposes.

3 Results and Discussion

After conducting interviews with 5 informants, researchers found 4 types of cybercrime and pornography that developed on DatingSites, namely:


Hacking is one of the most traditional forms of cybercrime and involves activities resulting in the compromise of computing systems and/or digital information. Hacking is the technique of finding the weak links or loopholes in the computer systems or the networks and exploiting it to gain unauthorized access to data or to change the features of the target computer systems or the networks [16].

Two of the male informants explained that their personal accounts on DatingSite were hacked by the hacker. It is causing material and non-material losses to both informants. Their account was taken over to commit other internet crime. The account belongs to the first informant was used to pursue the female users of the DatingSite to send their nude pictures with the lure of money in return. While the account belongs to the second informant was used by the hacker for meeting the opposite sex through the DatingSite. DatingSite itself is not a free platform, to be the DatingSite member, the user has to pay the monthly subscription around $30. Eventually, the two accounts returned to the original users.

After receiving their accounts back, informants were harmed by multiple inboxes on their DatingSite accounts that demanded money transfer. Based on their DatingSite’s inbox history, it was turned out that the hacker of informant 1’s account never sent money as promised to female users after receiving their nude pictures. While the informant 2 was harmed by the inboxes of several women who asked for payment after they (hacker & female user) had sexual activity at the hotel.

The victims who were female users had no idea that informant 1 and informant 2’s account had been hacked. It is because the hackers replaced the informant’s profile pictures with some kind of a random cartoon image. They had no idea that they had sent their nude images to hackers and they also had no idea that men who engaged in sexual activity with them were hackers. Not the real owner of the DatingSite’s account they had been talking to. The hacking case experienced by informant 1 and informant 2 was not reported to the police because the informants were embarrassed if the surrounding community found out that they are actually an active member of a DatingSite.
2. Doxxing on DatingSite.

Doxxing is the practice of researching and publishing someone’s personal information. The purpose of this practice is either to expose that person to legal prosecution, to embarrass the victim, to draw criticism toward that person, or to cause them physical harm. Doxxing is part of cybercrime in the form of identity-related crimes [17]. Many people’s lives have been ruined by doxxing. Some doxxing attacks lead to public shaming. The effects can cause people to lose their jobs, their families, and their properties. Targets of major doxxing attacks have been forced into hiding and have had to delete all of their online accounts and change their identities [18].

Informant 3 (Female) became the victim of doxxing where her personal data was screenshotted by one of the male accounts she talked to on the DatingSite. The man took her details information and her profile picture to be distributed to his colleagues in the facebook with the aim of finding more information about Informant 3. Besides distributing informant 3’s personal information, this man also attached a fake story stating that informant 3 is running his money. Personal information and fake news about the informant 3 had quickly spread out and eventually appear on one of Instagram's gossip account. With the availability of informants 3's personal information, Netizen are easily found her Instagram account and flocked to leave nasty comments on it. Informant 3 is now facing other types of cybercrime attack, namely hate crime. Hate crimes (and hate speech) are another form of online harassment that has made the transition to online. These are crimes that arise due to prejudice based on race, sexual orientation, gender, religion, ethnicity, disability, etc. Social media plays a central role in hate speech and crimes, particularly those that occur after significant events [17].

The clarification that has been done by her to clear up her name was useless. It did not have a significant impact because the negative rumors about her were way more viral than the clarifications she made on social media.

3. Sextortion on the DatingSite

Sextortion is forms of online harassment. Within the former, individuals, especially ex-partners, post sexual images of victims online without their permission. Criminals use these photo leaks to embarrass, humiliate, and demean victims. Sextortion is the gathering of sexual images or video and its use to blackmail individuals for further sexual footage or other favors.

Informant 4 is a female and she is a sextortion victim. Basically, Informant 4 met her boyfriend on dating site and she had been communicating with him online for 2 months. Her boyfriend claimed that he is from the Middle East and volunteering himself as a nurse while informant 4 is in Indonesia. Everything was going well and romantic until one day he started to ask her to send nude pics. At first she sent semi nudes but the noyfriend wanted more, so eventually Informant 4 sent two of her nude pics to her cyber boyfriend. One day, suddenly her boyfriend called her sobbing and crying telling her that his mom had been rushed to the hospital, the diagnosis was cancer. He was desperately trying to find a way to get money to pay his mom’s medical bill. He asked her for $1000 and promised her that he will return it as soon as he has the money. She refused and he tricked her into letting him add her on Facebook. But then she insisted to not send him the money. That’s how she realized that she was dating a scammer and she blocked his contact and his social media and unmatch him on the DatingSite. Not so long after that, her nude pictures were already out there on the internet, and this ex-boyfriend she met on online dating site made another facebook account to send her link of her nude pictures as a proved that he did really spread her nude pictures because she doesn’t send him the money. This case became serious when the company she worked for
received her nude pictures and the nudity image of its victim will be permanently on the internet.

4. Prostitution in Online Dating Site

The Internet and computer technology have been developed and exploited by sex businesses to offer prostitution to men across the globe. The Internet has facilitated prostitution’s shift from the street to indoor locations: to massage parlors, residential brothels, hotels [19]. Online prostitution in Indonesia is not governed by the Criminal Code and the Electronic Information and Transaction [ITE] Law, However, there were a number of situations in which sex workers and consumers could be charged. If the sex workers were still underage, the customers could be slapped with articles from the Children Protection Law and sex workers who put sexually explicit pictures on social media could be charged using the Pornography Law, while pimps managing sex workers could be charged using existing regulations.

According to the informant 5, online prostitution is such a hype on the Dating Site. Many girls are offering their services by clearly putting their sexually explicit profile pictures and also describing on their Dating Site bio about how much money needed to spend a night with them. Informant 5 is one of the loyal customers in using female escort services. He had been meeting at least 8 female escorts from the Dating Site since early 2017 until the end of 2019. The service fee differs from one escort to another escorts, the rage is about IDR 500,000 to 5,000,000 / night.

In doing their work, female escorts usually distribute nudity pictures to their customers as the references for how she might looking like in real life. The services they do is not only limited to sexual intercourse in real life, but they also provide phone sex and Sex cam (live porn show on webcam in real time).

4 Conclusion

Based on the findings, Cybercrime that occurs on dating sites and involves pornographic content includes sextortion, online prostitution and account hacking which is done with the aim of pursuing sexual satisfaction and making money. While cybercrime occurs without involving pornography content is doxxing. Doxxing that happened in this case was alleged to fulfill the doxer’s personal needs in terms of knowing more about the victim’s personal information rather than financial gain. Those cybercrimes phenomenon had never been handled by the police because no one has ever reported it officially. The researcher believes that cybercrime and pornography phenomenon not only occurs on dating site but it spreads out widely on the cyber world such as social media, entertainment websites, etc. Cybercrime and pornography continue to increase along with the growing number of internet users and the increasing speed of internet connection, especially in Indonesia. Notwithstanding Indonesian cyber law has been regulated by the law No. 11/2008 regarding information and electronic transaction, but it has not been implemented effectively.
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